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In *Boy Scouts of America v. Dale,* the Supreme Court ruled that the Scouts has a First Amendment expressive association right to exclude gay adult volunteers. The reaction to *Dale* has divided along ideological lines. Conservatives generally support *Dale* because in their eyes it prevents government from taking sides in the culture wars. “Progressives,” including many liberals who otherwise have strong civil libertarian instincts, oppose *Dale* because it seems to deal a blow to gay rights. Progressives also fear that organizations that wish to discriminate against other groups will rely on *Dale* for constitutional exemptions from antidiscrimination laws.

As a legal matter, however, that *Dale* was not about the Kulturkampf between gay rights activists and their conservative opponents, nor was it about a general “right to discriminate.” Rather, the underlying issue in *Dale* was whether a private, non-profit expressive association has a First Amendment right to discriminate to prevent dilution of its message.

Support for the right of expressive association naturally varies depending on whose ox is being gored in a particular case. For example, the Supreme Court first explicitly recognized the right of expressive association in protecting the NAACP against harassment by southern state governments. In *NAACP v. Alabama ex rel. Patterson,* the Court quashed Alabama’s attempt to subpoena the state NAACP’s membership list, which would have been used by the White Citizens...
The Court stated “that freedom to engage in association for the advancement of beliefs and ideas is an inseparable aspect of the ‘liberty’ assured by the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, which embraces freedom of speech.” Id. at 460. The Court added that “it is immaterial whether the beliefs sought to be advanced by association pertain to political, economic, religious or cultural matters, and state action which may have the effect of curtailing the freedom to associate is subject to the closest scrutiny.” Id. at 460-61. See also, NAACP v Button, 371 U.S. 415, 428-29 (1963).

In 1969, attorneys for the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights and the NAACP Legal Defense Fund sued the Internal Revenue Service in United States District Court for the District of Columbia for granting tax-exempt status to racially-exclusionary private schools in Mississippi. See Green v. Connally, 330 F. Supp. 1150 (D.D.C. 1971) aff’d sub nom. Coit v. Green, 404 U.S. 997 (1971). Acting at the behest of the plaintiffs, the court issued the order quoted in the text above. Id. at 1176. The Lawyers’ Committee and the Legal Defense Fund were willing to subject their enemies to the possibility of reprisals from one of the most powerful and feared federal agencies.

favorite causes from interference by the government.

Part I of this Article briefly discusses the history of the expressive association right and its relationship to antidiscrimination law. Part II argues that *Dale* provides a constitutional defense to antidiscrimination laws by nonprofit organizations when the organizations’ ideology requires discrimination. As discussed in Part II, both white and black racist and racialist groups have a right to exclude members of other races.

The rest of this Article shows that despite the political left’s hostility to *Dale*, two causes associated with the left may ultimately be among the most significant beneficiaries of *Dale*. Part III explains that the most significant nonprofit organizations with an ideological commitment to discrimination are not overtly racist organizations, but elite private universities that engage in racial preferences in favor of minority applicants. Private universities faced with reverse discrimination lawsuits may find constitutional respite in the right to expressive association if they are willing to admit that they engage in racial preferences.

Part IV opines that private university speech codes are protected by *Dale*. California’s Leonard Law\(^7\) essentially makes such speech codes illegal,\(^8\) and several state constitutions arguably do the same.\(^9\) When Stanford University defended its speech code on expressive association grounds, the court relied on *Roberts* in upholding the constitutionality of the Leonard Law.\(^10\) After *Dale*, however, state regulations banning private schools from enforcing speech codes should be invalidated on expressive association grounds.\(^11\)

---

\(^7\) [CAL. EDUC. CODE §94, 367 (West Supp. 2001)].

\(^8\) See infra notes 85-87 and accompanying text.

\(^9\) See infra note 87 and accompanying text.

\(^10\) See infra notes 89-90 and accompanying text.

\(^11\) In fairness, at least one left-wing organization, the ACLU, generally opposes campus speech codes. See infra.
I. A Brief Overview of *Dale* and the Right of Expressive Association

As noted in the introduction, the Supreme Court first explicitly recognized the right to expressive association in the 1950s, when state harassment threatened the viability of civil rights organizations in the South. The right was ill-defined for the next several decades; for example, it was unclear whether the right originated in the First Amendment or was part of a more general right to association derived from the Due Process Clause or elsewhere.

In the 1980s, litigants aggressively asserted the right of expressive association as a defense to ever more intrusive public accommodations statutes. This forced the Supreme Court to clarify the origins and scope of the right.

The most important expressive association case was *Roberts v. United States Jaycees.* The national Jaycees organization threatened two Minnesota chapters with expulsion for admitting women as full members. The state chapters sued, claiming that the national organization’s policy violated Minnesota’s public accommodations law. The national Jaycees defended its membership policy on First Amendment grounds. After a short-lived victory for the national Jaycees in the Eighth Circuit, the Supreme Court reversed.

The Court stated that the right to associate for expressive purposes was implicitly protected by the First Amendment’s guarantee of the rights to freedom of expression, assembly,

---


and to petition government.\textsuperscript{16} However, the Court found that the national Jaycees could not successfully assert a First Amendment right to expressive association because there was no evidence that the compelled acceptance of women as Jaycees would “change the content or impact of the organization’s speech.”\textsuperscript{17} The Court implausibly argued that admitting women required no change in the organization’s central purpose: “promoting the interests of young men.”\textsuperscript{18}

Moreover, even if Minnesota’s public accommodations law infringed on the Jaycees’ right to expressive association, it did so to advance compelling interests, i.e., eliminating gender discrimination and ensuring “equal access to publicly available goods and services.”\textsuperscript{19} Because the law served compelling government interests, it trumped the Jaycees’ First Amendment rights.

Although the interest in forcing the Jaycees to admit women was purportedly compelling, federal law did not (and still does not) forbid public accommodations to discriminate on the basis of sex. The Court justified its decision by citing the Minnesota Supreme Court’s finding that Minnesota had a “strong historical commitment to eliminating discrimination.”\textsuperscript{20} Bizarrely, a federal constitutional right was overridden by a single state’s claimed compelling interest, an interest not even protected by federal statute.\textsuperscript{21}

Between its narrow interpretation of what would interfere with the Jaycees’ right of

\textsuperscript{16}Roberts, 468 U.S. at 618.


\textsuperscript{18}Roberts, 468 U.S. at 627.

\textsuperscript{19}Id. at 624.

\textsuperscript{20}Id.

\textsuperscript{21}For criticism of the notion that a single state’s law creates a compelling interest for First Amendment purposes, see Thomas v. Anchorage Equal Rights Commission, 165 F.3d 692, 716 (9th Cir. 1999) (“Nor, would it seem, can a single state’s law evince—under any standard—a compelling government interest for federal constitutional purposes.”), rev’d on other grounds, 220 F.3d 1134 (9th Cir. 2000). For support of such reasoning, see Gay Rights Coalition of Georgetown University Law Center v. Georgetown University, 536 A.2d 1, 46 (1987) (Newman, J., concurring) (“An interest need not be national in scope to be compelling”). See generally Boos v. Barry, 485 U.S. 312 (1987) (District of Columbia’s compelling interest in suppressing speech cannot trump First Amendment rights).
expressive association and its languid compelling interest test, *Roberts* suggested that expressive association need not be taken seriously, especially when enforcement of an antidiscrimination law was in jeopardy.\textsuperscript{22} Boy Scouts of America v. Dale\textsuperscript{23} marks the end of the *Roberts* era.

In *Dale*, the Supreme Court clearly held for the first time that the right of expressive association trumps an antidiscrimination law. James Dale, an openly gay individual, had sued the Scouts under New Jersey’s public accommodations law when the Scouts refused to employ him as a scoutmaster. The Court found that because the Boy Scouts had a viewpoint opposed to homosexual activity that it sought to impart to its members, the Scouts had a constitutional right to exclude Dale from the organization.

The contrast with *Roberts* is evident. First, the majority declined the dissent’s invitation to find that New Jersey’s public accommodations law did not infringe upon expressive association rights.\textsuperscript{24} Chief Justice Rehnquist’s majority opinion noted that the Scouts claimed to have an anti-homosexual activity ideology, that there was evidence in the record to support that claim, and that the organization’s ability to promote that message would be undermined inherently if it was required to employ an open and active homosexual.\textsuperscript{25}

The Court concluded that application of the New Jersey law to the Scouts “would

\textsuperscript{22}In fact, the Court soon rejected two other expressive association challenges to public accommodations laws. *New York State Club Ass’n v. City of New York*, 487 U.S. 1 (1988); *Bd. of Dirs. of Rotary Int’l v. Rotary Club of Duarte*, 481 U.S. 537 (1987). For more on the problems with the compelling interest test in this context, see Bernstein, *Sex Discrimination*, supra note , at _.

\textsuperscript{23}120 S. Ct. 2446 (2000).

\textsuperscript{24}The dissent argued that the Boy Scouts did not really promote an anti-homosexual activity message, *id.* at 2460-72, and, moreover, allowing Dale to serve as a scoutmaster would not undermine any such message the Scouts sought to send. *Id.* at 2472-77.

\textsuperscript{25}*Id.* at 2452-54.
significantly burden the [Scouts’] right to oppose or disfavor homosexual conduct.” 26 “Dale’s presence in the Boy Scouts would, at the very least, force the organization to send a message, both to the youth members and the world, that the Boy Scouts accepts homosexual conduct as a legitimate form of behavior.” 27 This was sufficient to support an expressive association claim, and New Jersey’s antidiscrimination law therefore violated the Scouts’ First Amendment rights.

Moreover, despite lip service paid to Roberts and its weak compelling interest test, neither the majority opinion nor the dissent discussed whether the government has a compelling interest in eradicating discrimination against homosexuals. 28 Dale therefore suggests that the Court has reached a consensus both that the right to expressive association receives the same level of protection as other elements of the right to freedom of expression, and that there is no antidiscrimination law exception to the right of expressive association. 29

Thus, Dale is significant in two respects. First, the Court has signaled that it wants to rejuvenate the right to expressive association, and will no longer try to twist the facts of cases so as to avoid having to recognize the right where it seems inexpedient. Moreover, the Court interpreted the right of expressive association broadly. The Court held that the right could be successfully asserted by an organization that does not associate for the purpose of disseminating

26 Dale, 120 S. Ct. at 2457.
27 Id. at 2454.
28 The majority, in fact, treated the part of Roberts applying the compelling interest test as dicta because the Roberts Court had found that the right of expressive association had not been infringed in that case. Id. at 2456. See David E. Bernstein, Antidiscrimination Laws and the First Amendment, 66 Mo. L. Rev. __, __ (2001).
29 However, the four dissenting Justices apparently would still give antidiscrimination laws a bit of what looks like special treatment. Justice Stevens, writing for the four, argued that in expressive association cases, courts should not take defendants’ purported beliefs at face value, but should investigate whether these beliefs are merely a cover for status-based discrimination. Dale, 120 S. Ct. at 2471. The only rationale they gave for this distinction was the potential negative effect on antidiscrimination laws of adopting the contrary position. Id. at 2471-72.
the particular message at issue, that propounds the message on implicitly by example, and that
tolerates dissenting views. 30 Second, once the infringement upon the right to expressive
association has been recognized, the party asserting the right will win, unless the government can
assert the type of truly compelling interest that (almost never) trumps First Amendment rights in
other contexts.

II. Racist Organizations and the Right of Expressive Association

Dale raises the issue of whether associations that are ideologically committed to race
discrimination may discriminate on the basis of race. In Runyon v. McCrary, 31 the United States
Supreme Court rejected a freedom of association defense to an antidiscrimination claim against a
whites-only private school. The Court explained that although invidious private discrimination
may be characterized as an exercise of freedom of association, it is not accorded affirmative
constitutional protection. Applying an antidiscrimination statute to prohibit private, nonsectarian
schools from denying admission to African-American students would not violate their right of free
association where “‘there is no showing that discontinuance of [the] discriminatory admission
practices would inhibit in any way the teaching in these schools of any ideas or dogma.’” 32 In the
absence of a valid First Amendment claim, “‘the Constitution . . . places no value on
discrimination, and . . . [i]nvidious private discrimination . . . has never been accorded affirmative
constitutional protections.’” 33

---

30 Dale, at 2454-55.
32 Id. at 176, (alteration in original) (quoting McCrary v. Runyon, 515 F.2d 1082, 1087 (4th Cir. 1975)).
33 Id. (first and third alterations in original) (citation omitted) (quoting Norwood v. Harrison, 413 U.S. 455, 469–70
(1973)).
Many scholars read *Runyon* as rejecting a well-developed expressive association claim.\(^\text{34}\) Indeed, Dale’s attorney relied heavily on *Runyon*,\(^\text{35}\) and the Boy Scouts’ reply brief took pains to explain how the Court could find for the Scouts while leaving *Runyon* undisturbed.\(^\text{36}\) Some would argue that *Runyon* could only be squared with *Dale* if claims of race discrimination in education get different treatment under the First Amendment than a sexual orientation discrimination claim such as Dale’s.\(^\text{37}\)

In fact, however, *Runyon* does not conflict with *Dale*. First, *Runyon* involved a for-profit, commercially-operated school.\(^\text{38}\) In a concurrence in *Roberts*,\(^\text{39}\) Justice O’Connor, a member of the five-Justice majority in *Dale*, found that the right of expressive association applies only to primarily expressive, non-commercial organizations. For-profit businesses presumably may not claim the right. Until there are five votes on the Court to extend protection for expressive

---

\(^{34}\)This Author, relying on the conventional wisdom, made this mistake. See David E. Bernstein, Sex Discrimination Laws Versus Civil Liberties, 1999 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 133, 167.


\(^{37}\)Some have suggested that the Reconstruction Amendments grant special status to laws banning discrimination against African-Americans (and perhaps other groups that get special suspect class or quasi-suspect class treatment under the 14th Amendment). Protecting the former groups from discrimination would be a compelling government interest, but protecting homosexuals would not be. Cf. William N. Eskridge, Jr., A Jurisprudence of “Coming Out”: Religion, Homosexuality, and Collisions of Liberty and Equality in American Public Law, 106 YALE L.J. 2411, 2458-60 (1997) (suggesting that the Supreme Court is less willing to defer to antidiscrimination laws when the protected group is homosexuals than in other contexts). However, there is no indication in *Dale* that the Court for First Amendment purposes would distinguish laws that protect different groups. *Dale* requires courts to inquire as to whether the law at issue interferes with an organization’s ability to promote its message. Given that the Court did not even bother to apply the compelling interest test, it appears that whether the group being discriminated against gets a given level of protection from state action under the Fourteenth Amendment is irrelevant.

\(^{38}\)See *Runyon* (noting that the school in question was “commercially-operated”).

association rights to for-profit organizations, the holding of *Runyon* will survive *Dale*.

Even more important, a close reading of *Runyon* and the briefs filed in it reveal that *Runyon* was not an “expressive association” case. The defendants in *Runyon* made what amounts to a short, throwaway argument that their right to “freedom of association,” floating somewhere in the penumbral ether of the Constitution, was violated by compelled integration. However, the defendants did not make an expressive association claim grounded in the First Amendment. They did not argue in their briefs that the schools’ ability to promote segregation would be compromised, nor did they provide evidence at trial on that issue. The *Runyon* Court’s ruling was based on the fact that the defendants failed to allege, much less prove, that their expressive association rights were violated, not that a racist organization could never establish such a claim.

Nevertheless, before *Dale, Runyon* was frequently interpreted to mean that no expressive association claim could ever defeat an antidiscrimination law. At the very least, many believed that *Runyon* stood for the proposition that racially discriminatory organizations were never

---

40 So far, no Justice in the *Dale* majority has stated that for-profit organizations are protected by the right of expressive association.

41 *Petitioner's Brief, Runyan v. McCrary, 427 U.S. 160 (1976) (No. 75-62).*

42 *Runyon v. McCrary, 427 U.S. 160, 175-76 (1976).* It is true that the brief of Petitioner Southern Indep. Sch. Ass'n (pp. 26-27): "If the SISA parents have a right to select a school for their children that expresses their own preferences and beliefs, is that right invaded by the decisions below? Clearly so. Every parent who selects a SISA school because of a belief that 'segregation is desirable in education' has lost any opportunity of expressing that belief if by the Thirteenth or any other amendment all public or private schools must become desegregated." At 26-27. Moreover, the Reply Brief adds: "[T]he . . . proposals to eliminate or integrate the SISA schools are directly related to the restriction of communication by the SISA parents -- to the point of eliminating the last refuge in which their belief can presently find expression. The responding briefs claim that SISA parents will remain free to believe in the value of segregation in education -- but argue the contradictory provision that this belief must only be expressed in an integrated private school." At 8. However, these are not arguments that the schools’ ability to teach that segregation is good would be decreased, but that the parents could not express their beliefs in segregation by sending their kids to a segregated school. Indeed, the petitioner’s argument would also apply to a restaurant patron who claimed that the 1964 Civil Rights Act prevents him from expressing his belief in segregation by going to a segregated restaurant. *Dale* stands for the principle that the government cannot force association that would dilute an organized group’s message, not that individuals have a right to associate with whom they please because otherwise they will not be able to express their belief in segregation.

43 The *Roberts* Court at one point seemed to adopt this argument, though it did not rely upon it for its holding. See *Roberts*, 468 U.S. at 628.
entitled to an expressive association defense.\textsuperscript{44}

Courts have nevertheless ignored \textit{Runyon} in cases involving expressive association rights, in deference to \textit{Roberts'} strong language explicitly asserting the existence of a right to expressive association. For example, in \textit{Invisible Empire of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan v. Mayor of Thurmont},\textsuperscript{45} the Klan sued after being denied a parade on the grounds that the parade was a public accommodation, but would not be open to members of minority groups as required by law. The Klan’s white supremacist message would be diluted if its parade was open to a public that for the most part violently disagrees with the Klan’s ideology.

The district court recognized that \textit{Roberts} and not \textit{Runyon} was the governing precedent. Even under \textit{Roberts}, however, it was not at all clear that the Ku Klux Klan had the right to exclude African Americans from its march. Indeed, \textit{Roberts} indicates that because the government has a compelling interest in eradicating discrimination against African-Americans and Jews, the Klan’s right of expressive association would have to yield to the law.

The district court resolved this dilemma by ignoring the majority opinion in \textit{Roberts}, and relying on Justice O’Connor’s concurrence instead. The court noted that forcing the Klan to allow African-Americans to march in its parade would “change the primary message which the KKK advocates.”\textsuperscript{46} As a nonprofit, primarily expressive association, the Klan had a First Amendment right to discriminate to avoid this harm.

Similarly, in \textit{City of Cleveland v. Nation of Islam},\textsuperscript{47} a federal district court held that

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{45}700 F. Supp. 281 (D. Md. 1988).
\item \textsuperscript{46}Id. at 289.
\item \textsuperscript{47}922 F. Supp. 56 (N.D. Ohio 1995).
\end{itemize}
Cleveland acted improperly when it refused to rent a public building to the Nation of Islam. The Nation planned to hold a men-only meeting in the Cleveland Convention Center in violation of Ohio’s public accommodations statute. On motion for a declaratory judgment from the city, the court found for the Nation on what amounts to expressive association grounds. The court found that "[i]f the City is allowed to make the public accommodation law requiring Minister Farrakhan to speak to a mixed audience, the content and character of the speech will necessarily be changed."48 The court avoided considering the city’s compelling interest in eradicating discrimination, as seemingly required by Roberts, by couching its holding in general freedom of speech terms, rather than explicitly relying on the expressive association right.49

By contrast, in Southgate v. United African Movement,50 the New York City Commission on Human Rights held that a Black separatist organization had no constitutional right to exclude whites from its otherwise public meetings. The commission acknowledged that United African Movement51 proved “that there is a nexus between its racially discriminatory membership policies and the group’s message that Caucasians and people of African descent should not mix.”52 Forcing the Movement to admit whites to its meetings diluted the group’s message, which infringed upon its right to expressive association.53 The commission concluded, however, that under Roberts, New

---

48 Id. at 59.
51 For background on the United Africa Movement, see Shawn M. Larsen, FOR BLACKS ONLY: THE ASSOCIATIONAL FREEDOMS OF PRIVATE MINORITY CLUBS, 49 Case W. Res. L. Rev. 359 (199_).
52 1997 Westlaw at *15.
York had a compelling interest in eradicating discrimination on the basis of race, and that this interest trumped the Movement’s First Amendment rights.54

_**Dale**_ resolves all of these cases on the side of the right of expressive association. To force a racist group to integrate itself, or even its audience, would inhibit the ability of such organizations to preach racism at least as much as forcing the Boy Scouts to employ Dale would have interfered with the Scouts’ anti-homosexual activity message. Regardless of statutory law, the Constitution protects the right of a nonprofit segregationist school to exclude African Americans, of the Ku Klux Klan to discriminate against African-Americans, Catholics, and Jews, of the Nation of Islam to exclude women, and of the United African Movement to limit its members and audiences to African-Americans.

III. Expressive Association and Racial Preferences in Private Universities

Overtly racist and sexist organizations are not the only private, non-profit, primarily expressive groups that have an ideology that leads them to discriminate. Many private universities seek to instill in their students an appreciation of the importance of racial diversity at the highest

---

54 _Southgate_, 1997 WL 105 1933.
levels of society. These universities consider the promotion of “diversity” so important that they use racial preferences—often massive racial preferences—in their admissions process to achieve diverse student bodies.

Few schools directly admit that they engage in racial preferences. Instead, their representatives hem and haw, expressing their commitment to “diversity” and affirmative action while also claiming that the minority students they accept are just as well-qualified as the white students. Consider Dean Herma Hill Kay of Boalt Hall Law School’s response when she was defending racial preferences.

I put “diversity” in quotation marks because at many schools the concept seems limited to racial diversity, and even then non-left-wing members of racial minority groups are not thought to contribute to “diversity.” See generally Eugene Volokh, Diversity, Race as Proxy, and Religion as Proxy, 43 UCLA L. REV. 2059 (1996).

Some have argued that racial preferences are basically limited to the top twenty percent of American universities that have selective admissions policies. Thomas J. Kane, Racial and Ethnic Preferences in College Admissions, 59 Ohio St. L.J. 971 (1998). The gaps in SAT scores between white and African-American students at these schools can be substantial. See Stephan Thernstrom & Abigail Thernstrom, AMERICA IN BLACK AND WHITE 408 tbl. 9 (1997) (reporting large gaps at several elite universities). The gaps may be even greater at schools that are selective, but not at the Ivy League or equivalent level. One scholar estimates that the average “plus” given to African-American and Hispanic applicants at such schools is worth approximately 400 SAT points. See Kane, supra at 991.

A recent study of state universities suggests that the most selective schools have the strongest racial preference programs, almost all schools utilize such preferences to some degree. Robert Lerner & Althea K. Nagai, Pervasive Preferences: Racial and Ethnic Discrimination in Undergraduate Admissions Across the Nation (Feb. 2001) [available at www.ceousa.org].

See Stephen L. Carter, Reflections of an Affirmative Action Baby 14 (1991) (“it sometimes seems as though the [affirmative action] programs are not supposed to have any beneficiaries”); Lerner & Nagai, supra note _, (while there has been grudging acknowledgment that preferences are used, “very little information has been disclosed to the public”).

Professor Samuel Issacharoff mockingly refers to this as the “Georgetown defense.” See Samuel Issacharoff, Can Affirmative Action be Defended?, 59 OTTO ST. L.J. 669, 672 n. 9 (1998). A decade ago, Georgetown Law Center was rocked with controversy when a student employee in the admissions office revealed that African-American students at Georgetown Law had significantly lower test scores and GPAs than did white students. See Ken Myers, Georgetown Battle is Concluded. But War of Words Doesn’t Let Up, NAT’L L.J., June 10, 1991, at 4; Ken Myers, Article in Georgetown Newspaper Sparks Investigation at University, N.T’L L.J., Apr. 29, 1991, at 4. Anyone who paid attention to law school admissions statistics was well aware that the only way Georgetown could have a class with eleven percent African-American representation was to engage in significant racial preferences, indeed preferences almost certainly far more significant than any given to any other discreet group, such as children of alumni. See, e.g., Linda F. Wightman, The Threat to Diversity in Legal Education: An Empirical Analysis of the Consequences of Abandoning Race as a Factor in Law School Admission Decisions, 72 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1, 16 tbl. 5 (1997). Dean Judith Areen refused to forthrightly defend Georgetown’s policy of racial preferences, instead penning a defense of Georgetown’s policies that can only be described as a masterful example of lawyerly evasion and circumlocution. See Judith C. Areen, Affirmative Action: The Benefits of Diversity, WASH. POST, May 26, 1991, at __. While Areen claimed that the student employee’s claims were misleading and tendentious, she refused to reveal the actual underlying statistics. See also Stephan Thernstrom, Diversity and Meritocracy in Legal Education: a Critical Evaluation of Linda F. Wightman’s “The Threat to Diversity in Legal Education”, 15 CONT. COMM. 11, 21 (1998) (“[N]one of those who claimed that McGuire’s information was ‘incomplete and distorted’ saw fit to release complete and undistorted data that might have refuted his charges. If he had been all wrong, it should have been easy to demonstrate it. The magnitude of the preferences being given to minority applicants to law schools remained a closely guarded secret.”).

Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman of University of Michigan Law School, which is currently defending itself from a reverse discrimination lawsuit, hedges somewhat in his defense of racial preferences. Jeffrey S. Lehman, A statement from the Dean, http://141.211.44.51/newsandinfo/lawsuit/statement.htm http://141.211.44.51/newsandinfo/lawsuit/statement.htm (defending racial
preferences as a means of ensuring crucial diversity while claiming that “racial diversity is a secondary interest,” but not revealing the relevant statistical disparities between students admitted for “diversity” reasons and other students).


59 Id. at 20.

Consider this memorandum, sent from Yale Law School associate dean Stephen Yandle to Yale law students, after admissions data had been released to a student writing a research paper on affirmative action:

[In light of the rumors that are circulating that certain individuals and groups -- minority students and groups-- have subpar credentials, I do want to say a bit about what could have been discovered from the information if a recipient had compromised confidentiality. One of the reports contains a grid with LSAT scores in small bands on one axis and GPA's in small bands on the other. "Cells" are produced for the possible GPA and LSAT combinations. There are no minority students in the Law School whose credentials occupy a cell that is not also occupied by non-minority students or not adjacent to a cell occupied by non-minority students. In short there are no minority students whose individual credentials are statistically different from non-minority students. That is not to say that there are no differences among the credentials of students in this law school (although the differences are remarkably small), but to say that the range of credentials among minority students is congruent with the credential range of non-minority students. Another report shows mean credentials for students by ethnic group. It reveals that the mean LSAT for minority student is within the LSAT's standard error of measurement of the mean for non-minority students. When separate ethnic groups are broken out the variance changes only slightly in spite of the potential for greater variance as groups become quite small. The GPA differences among groups are similar in magnitude.]

Memorandum from Stephen D. Yandle to Yale Law School Students, April 6, 1990 (reprinted with permission).

The point of this memo is to argue that any differences between minority and non-minority students are inconsequential. In fact, however, a close reading reveals that there are no non-minority students who share the same admissions grid with the least credentialed minority students, and the memo does not say how many students are in each grid. Moreover, while the mean for minority students compared to white students is within the standard measurement of error for the LSATs (currently 2.7 points, see http://www.powerscore.com/scale.htm), the gap is greater than that for some minority groups’ median. The most significant omission in the memo, however, is that Yale, as the most selective school in the country, gets the very best minority students, some of whom would be admitted regardless of race. Therefore, discussion of means significantly obscures the likelihood that the gap between the minority students with the lowest numbers—the ones who benefit most from racial preferences—and the class mean is quite large, and significantly larger than the gap between the median and the lowest-numbered non-minority students. The racial preferences in admission might be even more dramatic if medians rather than means were considered. Note that Dean Yandle,

asked on national television in April 1995 why there was “a widespread perception that the minorities who are admitted with those special considerations are the result of standards being lowered.”

Kay responded that law schools do not lower standards to admit minorities. Rather, when schools “choose between two equally qualified persons’, . . . [they] pick the ‘person of color’ in order to ‘do something about the really fundamental problem of racial prejudice in this society.’”

---


60 Id. at 20.
In fact, like elsewhere in academia, racial preferences are rampant in American law school admissions. According to a study conducted by Linda Wightman, a supporter of affirmative action/racial preferences, based on their LSAT score and GPAs, eighty percent of law school offers of admission to African-American applicants in 1990-91 were the result of racial preferences.\footnote{See Wightman, supra note 49, at 16 tbl.5.} Moreover, preferences were particularly dramatic at elite law schools. Among the schools Wightman tagged as most selective and prestigious, 17.5 times as many African-American students were admitted as would have been the case if academic qualifications alone had been taken into account.\footnote{Id. at 30 tbl. 6.} On the lower end of things, approximately half of all African-American matriculants to law school in 1991 would not have been admitted to any law school based purely on their numbers.\footnote{Id. at 22 tbl. 5.}

These statistics exaggerate the role of racial preferences, because even race-neutral admissions officers would take into account factors other than tests scores and GPA, such as overcoming adversity, which would likely disproportionately benefit African-Americans. Nevertheless, “Professor Wightman is doubtless correct that strong racial preferences were given in the law school admissions process in the 1990-91 application cycle.”\footnote{Thernstrom, supra note 49, at 16.} At Boalt Hall itself, admissions of African-American students precipitously dropped once the school was prohibited from engaging in racial preferences.\footnote{See Lynda Gorov, Affirmative-Action Ban Alters Terrain in Calif., Boston Globe, Dec. 23, 1997, at A1 (indicating a dramatic decline in minority admissions in the wake of California’s passage of Proposition 209).}
The main reason universities lie about their racial preference programs is because many such programs are at least arguably illegal. In the famous *Bakke* case,\(^66\) four Justices concluded that racial preferences always violate Title VI, which bans discrimination by federally-funded schools.\(^67\) Justice Powell, concurring in reversing the University of California’s quota system, concluded that racial preferences were legal only if they were used as a plus factor along the lines of other plus factors universities use to diversify their student bodies.\(^68\) Many universities, however, treat racial minorities, especially African-Americans, as members of a special category that gets far more favorable treatment than any other discreet group. Even making the controversial assumption that Justice Powell’s concurrence in *Bakke* is the holding of the case,\(^69\) and assuming that this holding has not been overridden by later Supreme Court decisions on racial preferences,\(^70\) many schools still violate the law.\(^71\) Making less heroic assumptions, all racial preference programs by public or private universities violate federal law. For a school to admit it engages in racial preferences would be to invite litigation by white students rejected from the school.

So far, while public university racial preference programs have suffered stinging political and legal defeats over the last several years,\(^72\) private universities largely have continued their...

---


\(^{67}\)Id.

\(^{68}\)Id. at 314, 317-18.


\(^{70}\)See Hopwood v. Texas, 78 F.3d 932, 944 (5th Cir. 1996) (5th Cir. 1996) (finding that Justice Powell’s opinion in *Bakke* is not binding precedent); but cf. Smith v. University of Washington, Law School, 233 F.3d 1188, 1200 (stating that the Court will treat Justice Powell’s opinion in *Bakke* binding until the Supreme Court instructs otherwise).


\(^{72}\)The Third Circuit has held that non-remedial preferences in the employment of public high school faculty is illegal. See Taxman v. Bd. of Educ. of Township of Piscataway, 91 F.3d 1547 (3d Cir. 1996) (en banc). The Fourth Circuit has outlawed...
preference programs without interference. The opponents of racial preferences—most prominently The Center for Individual Rights, which litigated *Hopwood*—have refrained from suing private schools for libertarian ideological reasons.\(^\text{73}\) Eventually, however, private schools will be sued for discriminating against white and/or Asian applicants. A plaintiff could bring a case against a private university under Title VI,\(^\text{74}\) 42 U.S.C. § 1981, which outright bans discrimination in educational and other settings,\(^\text{75}\) and state anti-discrimination laws.

Universities could assert a variety of First Amendment defenses, the most promising of which post-*Dale* would be an expressive association defense. Just as employing Dale would have diluted the Boy Scouts’ anti-homosexual activity message, forcing private universities to adopt race-neutral admissions policies would dilute their pro-“diversity” message. Not unreasonably, the administrators of elite universities believe that if the law prohibits them from utilizing racial

---


\(^{74}\)See generally Guardians Ass’n v. Civil Serv. Comm’n, 463 U.S. 582, 598-99 (1983) (finding that the Title VI prohibitions on racial discrimination mirror those of the Equal Protection Clause). However, there is some ambiguity as to whether a Title VI lawsuit could be successful, given current federal regulatory guidance to universities. Well-established precedent suggests that Spending Clause statutes “must give potential recipients of federal funding unambiguous notice of the conditions they assume when such funds are accepted before liability under such a statute may be allowed.” Issachoroff, supra note 49, at 673 n.11. The Department of Education’s implementing regulations allow for racial preferences well-beyond what a reasonable interpretation of *Bakke* allow. See Meese, *Bakke Betrayed*, supra note 62, at 493.

\(^{75}\)See Runyon v. McCrary, 427 U.S. 160 (1976). Section 1981 has been held to apply to a white person who suffers discrimination, even though the statutory language also seems to preclude this possibility. See McDonald v. Santa Fe Trail Transp. Co., 427 U.S. 273, 287 (1976). However, the statutory language clearly applies only to state and not private discriminatory action. Once the Supreme Court decided to ignore the statutory language in one regard, it apparently saw no reason to adhere to the language in other contexts.
preferences, instead in effect requiring them to have an overwhelmingly white (and, increasingly, Asian-American) class, it will be far more difficult to promote to their students the ideals of racial diversity and assistance to disadvantaged minorities.\textsuperscript{76}

Moreover, having a racially-homogenous class inherently sends a negative or at best indifferent message about the importance of “diversity,” thus diluting a university’s pro-“diversity” message. Engaging in racial preferences on behalf of under-represented minorities, by contrast, sends a message to both students and the world at large that the university rejects applying dubious “meritocratic” standards in a society that has what many argue amounts to an entrenched racial hierarchy.\textsuperscript{77} Recall that in Dale\textsuperscript{78} the Court held that the Boy Scouts had a First Amendment right to teach “by example.”

There are no barriers to a school’s asserting an expressive association defense to §1981 or state antidiscrimination laws that simply prohibit race discrimination.\textsuperscript{79} A First Amendment defense to Title VI, however, is a trickier matter. In Grove City College v. Bell,\textsuperscript{80} the Supreme

\textsuperscript{76}It will also, of course, become more difficult to aid minority students directly by admitting them, but this is not an interest protected by the expressive association right, but rather seems more like the general right of association that the Runyon Court held cannot justify discrimination. See Runyon, 427 U.S. at 175–76.

\textsuperscript{77}For a passionate defense of affirmative action on these and other grounds, see Jamin B. Raskin, Affirmative Action and Racial Reaction, at http://www.zmag.org/zmag/articles/may95raskin.htm. Unfortunately, among other weaknesses in this article, Raskin cannot resist what appears to be the common urge among proponents of racial preferences to accuse those who disagree with them of being racists. See generally infra note _.

\textsuperscript{78}It would aid the universities’ case that basing admissions primarily on test scores and GPA is dubious if they refrained from applying this standard to all students except under-represented minority students.

\textsuperscript{79}Dale at 2455.

\textsuperscript{80}Note, however, that a litigant probably would argue that universities are closer to the primarily non-expressive, commercial Jaycees organization than to the primarily expressive Boy Scouts. See Roberts v. Jaycees, 468 U.S. 609, 631–40 (1984) (O’Connor, J., concurring). On the one hand, it is difficult to argue that universities are not primarily expressive. On the other hand, a university degree does confer economic advantages on its recipients that leadership in the Boy Scouts does not.

Court held that the paperwork requirements of Title IX, an amendment to the 1964 Civil Rights Act, does not conflict with the First Amendment because private colleges are free to avoid Title IX’s dictates by refusing federal funds.\(^81\) Courts could rule that by analogy Title VI does not conflict with the First Amendment because schools could evade its strictures by eschewing government money.

However, as this Author has discussed elsewhere,\(^82\) *Grove City* may be of limited precedential value because of its very narrow facts. *Grove City*, for example, involved a minor loss of funding and a minor, tangential infringement on First Amendment rights. By contrast, a successful Title VI case against racial preferences would involve both a major infringement on the right of expressive association, and, because of the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1990, jeopardize all of a university’s federal funding, including federally-guaranteed student loans.\(^83\) Since almost no colleges can survive without federal funding, the unconstitutional conditions doctrine may very well apply.\(^84\)

Ultimately, having universities successfully defend racial preferences on expressive association grounds would be a win-win situation. First, the right of private schools with an ideological commitment to promoting racial diversity to engage in racial preferences would be secure. Second, the litigation would force the universities to admit that they engage in racial preferences. Ideally, the schools would also provide details regarding the scope of their preferences so that the debate on affirmative action could proceed openly and honestly.\(^85\)

---

\(^{81}\) *Id.* at 575-76.

\(^{82}\) See Bernstein, *supra* note 28, at 152.

\(^{83}\) *Id.*

\(^{84}\) *Id.* at 153.

\(^{85}\) See Carter, *supra* note _, at 14-15 (arguing that universities should be open about their racial preferences).
Currently, many well-informed people, including many of the beneficiaries of racial preferences, are unaware of their existence and scope. Many students, especially minority students, at best take universities’ official position of non-discrimination (or, as Dean Hill claimed, their use of race merely as a tie-breaker) at face value, and at worst suspect invidious discrimination in admissions against minorities. Consider that the official web site of the Law School Admissions Council states: “We often hear . . . in the Office of Minority Affairs at Law School Admission Council: ‘Is it okay to say I’m a minority student when I apply to law schools? I’ve heard it’s better not to tell.’”86 Ironically, those who correctly point out that African-Americans are heavily favored in admissions are dismissed as racist cranks.87

School officials repeatedly tell African-American students that as a group they are just as qualified academically as their white classmates. Yet, when grades come in, it becomes clear that on average African-American students get significantly lower grades than whites.88 A logical explanation for this anomaly is that universities are institutionally racist, and hidden racism is

---

86 See, e.g., D’SOUZA, supra note _, at 194-200 (recounting that students denounced as “racist” a professor who defined affirmative action as “preferential treatment in hiring, promotion, and college admissions”); Anthony T. Pierre, Leslie M. Turner, & Steven M. Hilton, Editorial, Degrees of Success, WASH. POST, May 8, 1991, at A31 (dismissing the student who started the Georgetown Law Center controversy as a racist crank).

87 For example, an early 1980s study of the nation’s top ten law schools found that the average African-American student’s GPA was at the eighth percentile of his class. ROBERT KLIITGAARD, CHOOSING ELITES 162-63 (1985). A late 1980s study showed that the mean law school GPA of African-American students in California was at “around the 15th percentile.” See Stephen P. Klein, Disparities in Bar Exam Passing Rates Among Racial/Ethnic Groups: Their Size, Source, and Implications, 16 T. MARSHALL L. REV. 517, 524 (1991). Given the continuation of racial preferences outside of state schools in California and Texas, there is no reason to believe that these statistics have changed dramatically.
rampant. In the atmosphere of mistrust that is engendered, all sorts of pernicious and foolish notions thrive. More honesty about admissions policy would go a long way toward reducing this mistrust.

Some would no doubt argue that schools that acknowledged their racial preferences publicly would be not be able to successfully defend themselves in the court of public opinion. In some cases, that may be true. But if a particular school’s racial preferences are so large and apparently unfair that they cannot be defended publicly, perhaps the school should rethink the scope of its preferences. On the other hand, if universities were more forthright in their acknowledgment and defense of racial preferences and admissions, they might be able to develop a much stronger constituency in favor of the preferences. Moreover, a forthright acknowledgment by elite universities of the difficulty in finding African-American (and to a lesser extent, Latino) students with the schools’ standard required credentials might lead to some national soul-searching with potentially salutary results.

III. Expressive Association and Speech Codes

---

89This is not to deny that racial, institutional and otherwise, still exists on university campuses. Rather, I am arguing that at most schools, especially elite schools, such racism is not the primary cause of the academic difficulties faced by African-Americans.

90For example, pseudo-scientific Afrocentricism is rampant in American universities, see Mary Lefkowitz, Not Out of Africa: How Afrocentricism Became an Excuse to Teach Mori As History (1997), and African-Americans are the only group in America whose level of anti-Semitism is positively correlated with youth and education. See, e.g., Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Editorial, Black Demagogues and Pseudo-Scholars, N.Y. Times, July 20, 1992 at A15 (condemning this trend of "top-down anti-Semitism, in large part the province of the better-educated classes").

91Cf. Issacharoff, supra note 49, at 672-73 (arguing that while University of Texas admitted the extent of its racial preferences only in response to litigation, "it behooves any institution of higher education . . . to account for how it confers this important societal benefit.").

92For example, in 1996-97 only 103 African Americans and 224 Hispanics had a college GPA of 3.25 or above and LSAT scores at or above the 83.5 percentile, and only sixteen African Americans-and 45 Hispanics achieved the 92.3 (164 LSAT) percentile with a 3.50 or higher GPA. See John E. Morris, Boalt Hall’s Affirmative Action Dilemma,” The American Lawyer, Nov. 1997, at 4.
Modern universities generally have portrayed their primary mission as pursuing truth.93 Anything that could interfere with that mission, such as restrictions on freedom of speech on campus, has been considered anathema. More recently, some colleges have explicitly “enunciate[d] special educational goals that are understood to be inherently incompatible with racist expression.”94 For example, Mount Holyoke has announced that “[o]ur community is committed to maintaining an environment in which diversity is not only tolerated, but celebrated. Towards this end, each member of the Mount Holyoke community is expected to treat all individuals with a common standard of decency.”95 The goal of Mary Washington College, meanwhile, “is to help all students achieve academic success in an environment that nurtures, encourages growth, and develops sensitivity and appreciation for all people.” Thus, “any activity or conduct that detracts from this goal—such as racial or sexual harassment—is inconsistent with the purposes of the College community.”96

To promote respect for “diversity,” many universities have restricted through speech codes certain types of expression in order to create a more open and inclusive atmosphere for minority students. Advocates claim that speech codes express a university’s opposition to hate speech and demonstrate commitment to the creation of a non-discriminatory educational environment in which all views can be heard, if expressed collegially.97 Moreover, even ineffectual speech codes are

---

93For example, the motto of my alma mater, Brandeis University, founded in 1947, is “Truth Even Unto its Innermost Parts.”


95Id.

96Id. at 122.

said to send a symbolic message that minorities’ interests will be taken into account.\textsuperscript{98}

In practice, speech codes are often not so innocuous. Instead of being sincere efforts to create a campus climate of tolerance and understanding, speech codes are frequently written and/or enforced in such a way as to empower left-wing, “politically correct” elements of the university community to censor their ideological opponents.\textsuperscript{99} As one expert notes, “too often, campus hate speech policies and those responsible for their enforcement are not interested in free speech or a level playing field, they are interested in retribution and competitive advantage in winning the minds of incoming students by silencing and punishing their opponents.”\textsuperscript{100}

Indeed, in the early 1990s some conservatives, enraged by what they perceived as political correctness run amok on college campuses,\textsuperscript{101} advocated laws that would ban speech codes at private universities.\textsuperscript{102} Their unlikely bedfellow was the ACLU, which saw an opportunity to

\begin{quote}
If a group of people want to get together and say, “We’re tired of people going on campus and saying all sorts of things which in our view degrade a community of scholars. We don’t think it’s good for scholarship for people to go around using the word ‘nigger’ or the word ‘kike.’ If you’re on this campus, you use that word and you’re off it. We don’t want that.’ Why isn’t it consonant with your principles to let a thousand flowers bloom, and for those people to be able to speak by a creating a campus that is to their liking. There are a lot of other campuses.
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{99}On the incredible variety of (mostly) non-racist comments that have been denounced as racist, and thus potentially actionable under many campus speech codes, see Paul Trout, “Racist as an Epithet of Repression,” at http://mtprof.msun.edu/Fall1995/trout.html.

\textsuperscript{100}Timothy C. Schiell, \textit{Campus Hate Speech on Trial} 62-63 (1998). Such a goal may be defensible at a private university, if the university publicly states that its goal is to exact what its governing authorities believe to be the “good and true, which means suppressing the bad and the false in the process of constructing hierarchies of intellectual virtue.” Randall Kennedy, Should Private Universities Voluntarily Bind Themselves to the First Amendment? No!, \textit{Chronicle of Higher Educ.}, Sept. 21, 1994, at _, _. Much of the harm caused by speech codes results from universities claiming to believe in free expression and the unhampered search for truth, but not following that stated goal in practice.

\textsuperscript{101}The most prominent book documented political correctness on campus was Dinesh D’Souza, \textit{Illiberal Education} (1991).

\textsuperscript{102}Many conservatives, however, opposed such measures as unjustified intrusions on private conduct. See, e.g., L. Gordon Crovitz, \textit{Henry Hyde and the ACLU Propose a Fate Worse than Ptness}, \textit{Wall St. J.}, May 1, 1991, at A15. For a left-wing critique of the
achieve its dual goals of expanding freedom of expression and weakening the public-private distinction that normally shields private organizations from being subject to constitutional restraints.

An effort by the ACLU and Representative Henry Hyde to pass a law requiring federally-funded universities to protect freedom of speech on campus eventually died,\textsuperscript{103} as did a similar effort by Senator Larry Craig.\textsuperscript{104} California, however, passed the “Leonard Law,” which requires public and private schools to follow First Amendment strictures when determining whether to regulate speech. In other words, if speech would be protected by the First Amendment if the government tried to punish the speaker, a private school also may not punish a member of the school community who engages in such speech.\textsuperscript{105}


\textsuperscript{105}It should be noted that California’s Leonard Law is not the only state law that bars speech codes. Many states have constitutions that grant an affirmative right of freedom of speech, rather than simply preventing the government from regulating speech as the First Amendment does. Courts in some of these states have held that such constitutional language grants protection of rights to free expression against large nongovernmental authorities that sometimes serve as public forums, such as shopping malls or universities. The New Jersey Supreme Court, for example, has ruled that Princeton University violated a non-student’s free-expression rights when it ejected him from the campus for distributing political information. See State v. Schmid, 84 N.J. 535 (1980). If a university like Princeton is considered a public forum for uninvited visitors, a fortiori it would also be a public forum for the students at the school with whom the university voluntarily associates. See Siegel, supra note _, at 1397. Speech codes, then, would not be permissible unless the university could mount an expressive association defense under Dale.
Stanford University found that its (relatively mild) speech code \(^{106}\) ran afoul of the Leonard Law. Stanford defended itself in state court on First Amendment grounds, \(^{107}\) arguing, among other things, that the Leonard Law violated its right to expressive association. The court ruled against Stanford, reasoning that *Roberts* required the university to prove: (1) state-sponsored viewpoint discrimination; (2) that observers are likely to believe that offensive speech by Stanford’s students was endorsed by Stanford; or (3) that Stanford did not have adequate means at its disposal to rebut or separate itself from any offensive speech by its students. \(^{108}\)

Regardless of whether this test was an appropriate extrapolation from *Roberts*, this opinion is clearly not good law after *Dale*. \(^{109}\) The Scouts were not required to meet such a test, and, in fact, almost certainly could not meet such a test. The Scouts won because the organization

---

\(^{106}\)As summarized by the California Superior Court, the speech code was

‘intended to clarify the point at which free expression ends and prohibited discriminatory harassment begins.’

As defined by the Speech Code, prohibited harassment includes ‘discriminatory intimidation by threats of violence and also includes personal vilification of students on the basis of their sex, race, color, handicap, religion, sexual orientation, or national and ethnic origin.’ Speech or other expression constitutes harassment by personal vilification if it: (a) is intended to insult or stigmatize an individual or a small number of individuals on the basis of their sex, race, color, handicap, religion, sexual orientation, or national and ethnic origin; and (b) is addressed directly to the individual or individuals whom it insults or stigmatizes; and (c) makes use of insulting or ‘fighting’ words or non-verbal symbols. The Speech Code defines insulting or ‘fighting’ words or non-verbal symbols as those ‘which by their very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite to an immediate breach of the peace, and which are commonly understood to convey direct and visceral hatred or contempt for human beings on the basis of their sex, race, color, handicap, religion, sexual orientation, or national and ethnic origin.’


\(^{107}\)Id. at 3.

\(^{108}\)Id.

\(^{109}\)The opinion may also be incompatible with Hurley v. Irish-American Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Group of Boston, 515 U.S. 557 (1995) ("GLIB"). See Julian N. Eule & Jonathan D. Varat, Transporting First Amendment Norms to the Private Sector: With Every Wish There Comes a Curse, 45 UCLA L. Rev. 1537, 1609 (1998). However, the GLIB opinion did not clearly rest on the right of expressive association. See id.; Bernstein, supra note _, at _ (Missouri article).
Ironically, if Stanford were to reestablish its speech code, it may not be able to defend itself on expressive association grounds. In the litigation just discussed, Stanford claimed to be unreservedly "committed to the principals of free inquiry and free expression." The speech code itself stated that students have a "right to hold and vigorously defend and promote their opinions . . . Respect for this right requires that students tolerate even expression of opinions which they find abhorrent." Corry, supra note 98, at 37.

Even after Dale, it will be difficult for a school to win an expressive association case against the Leonard Law or similar litigation if the school refuses to argue that it believes that freedom of expression should be sacrificed to other ends. Many schools that have speech codes seem unwilling to admit that they are in fact suppressing speech, instead claiming they are simply trying to obey Title VI or Title IX. To be entitled to a Dale defense, however, these schools will have to publicly acknowledge that their speech codes in fact restrict speech.

CONCLUSION

One commentator, writing before Dale, suggested that “under the First Amendment, discrimination of any kind in choosing one’s fellows in the conscience-forming enterprise must be viewed as protected expression.” At least with regard to non-profit, expressive associations, this is now the law of the land.

Political progressives have expressed dismay at the result in Dale, and the potential consequences of the decision. Not only did Dale deal a blow to the gay rights movement, but any non-profit, primarily expressive group with a ideology that requires discrimination may now have a First Amendment right to discriminate regarding membership, employment, and audience to prevent dilution of its message. The left’s reaction is understandable. Many organizations with

---

10Ironically, if Stanford were to reestablish its speech code, it may not be able to defend itself on expressive association grounds. In the litigation just discussed, Stanford claimed to be unreservedly "committed to the principals of free inquiry and free expression." The speech code itself stated that students have a "right to hold and vigorously defend and promote their opinions . . . Respect for this right requires that students tolerate even expression of opinions which they find abhorrent." Corry, supra note 98, at 37.

opprobrious ideas will evade anti-discrimination laws using *Dale* as a defense. If the Ku Klux Klan were to start a university devoted to promoting white supremacy, *Dale* would provide constitutional protection.

> On the other hand, protecting the liberty of those whose views one hates also protects one’s own liberty. *Dale* may allow the Boy Scouts to discriminate against gays, but it also should provide protection for private universities that discriminate in favor of Latino and African American students, a favored cause on the left. Moreover, *Dale*’s rejuvenation of the right of expressive association renders laws banning speech codes by private universities unconstitutional. Because of *Dale*, not only will private universities likely have a constitutional right to engage in racial preferences in admissions, but also a right to punish criticism of such preferences as racist.

> A university that forbids criticism of its controversial racial preference policies is hardly everyone’s ideal institution of higher learning, and in stifling free expression such a school would run the risk of sacrificing educational excellence to political correctness. But, then again,

---

112 Even Randall Kennedy, a particularly cogent “progressive” scholar, could not when asked countenance the possibility that “Ku Klux Klan University” should be permitted to operate in defiance of antidiscrimination laws. See *Speech and Equality*, supra note 89, at 80-82.

113See *Carter*, supra note _, at 176 (“Very often, these [campus speech] codes are written in language easily broad enough to cover— that is, forbid—the speech of students who want to argue that other students, admitted because of explicit racial preferences, are less capable than students who were admitted without them. Many students, and not a few professors, have argued that the codes should be adopted with that idea in mind.”); see generally *D’Souza*, supra note __, at 238-29 (On many campuses “there is a de facto taboo against a free discussion of affirmative action . . . and efforts to open such a discussion are considered presumptively racist.”).

> To some, criticizing racial preferences is itself inherently racist and should be censored. For example, the Chicago City Colleges’ Board of Trustees sued a teachers’ union for printing a satirical critique of affirmative action in its newsletter, and thus allegedly creating an illegal hostile environment. See Eugene Volokh, *Is Criticizing Affirmative Action Illegal in Chicago?* JEWISH WORLD REV., Aug. 30, 1999. At California State University in Northridge, one student editor was suspended for running a mocking cartoon of affirmative action. A second student was then suspended for criticizing the university’s action against the first student. *Bernstein, Dictatorship of Virtue*, supra note 90, at 209. Another controversy over an affirmative action cartoon erupted at the University of New Mexico, with attendant cries of racism. See http://www.contumacy.org/4NHNT.html. As noted previously, see supra note 49, the student who initiated the controversy over racial preferences at Georgetown Law Center was denounced as a racist. See also http://mtprof.msun.edu/Fall1995/trout.html (citing various articles in which this student was denounced as a racist).

> Of course, the fact that a private university has the right to make and enforce a speech code would not insulate that university from liability if it contractually bound itself to protect freedom of expression on campus.

114But cf. Kennedy, Chronicle article, supra note __, at _ (“I can easily imagine a vibrant, rigorous, intellectually distinguished college whose governing authorities reject the idea that the purpose of a university is to serve as an open marketplace of ideas.”).
Illiberal behavior may also have its benefits. See Nancy Rosenblum, Membership and Morals 327 (1999) (“I have highlighted the positive moral uses of incongruent associations that do not conform (and do not wish to conform) to liberal democratic norms. They may cultivate virtues, even if not peculiarly liberal or democratic ones, still moral dispositions that are appreciated in liberal democracy. They may contain vices, allowing them relatively safe expression. Where the conditions for shifting involvement exist, membership may compensate for a deficit of social experience in other areas.”).